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March 2013 - Lost & Found - List of Items 

LOST & FOUND ITEMS 

 

 
 

 

The last Friday of every month is your last chance to claim your items, and this month, we are extending 

the date until Thurs., April 4.  All the items hanging on the rack for 4 weeks or longer and not claimed 

by then, will become part of the Uniform Sale Collection and be available to everyone.  The other items 

will be held until the end of the next month.  Please claim your items by Thurs., April 4.  Have a look at 

this list of items below, because these are the items that will be gone on Friday, April 5, if NOT 

CLAIMED.   

  

 

- Black/red hooded sweater (Champion - size M)  

- Black sports jacket with zipper (Puma - size Y Large; name: Derek)  

- Black hooded zippy girls sweater - white details (G*G*S - size M)  

- Black hooded zippy sweater "Santa Clara Broncos" (Champion - size XL; name: Alec Turpault) 

 - Black hooded zippy sweater (in red: "Skate Life") (Old Navy - size L)  

- Blue hooded sweater (TKS - size S 7/8)  

 

- Blue hooded zippy sweater (Hanes - size M)  

- Blue rain jacket (PLC Place - size 8/10 ??)  

- Blue hooded zippy sweater "Simonds Cougars" (Hanes - size S; name: Brayden)  

- Blue hooded zippy fleece sweater with wolf application in light blue (Crazy 8 - size 7/8)  

- Blue hooded zippy sweater (Champion - size M)  

- Blue hooded zippy sweater (Cherokee - size L 12/14)  

- Blue sweater (Cherokee - size 8/10)  

- Blue rain jacket, grey fleece inside (Lee - size M 10/12; name: Neff)  

- Blue rain jacket (Old Navy - size M/8; name: Niko Vega)  

- Blue cardigan with buttons (School Apparel - size S; name: Olivia Neff ?)  

- Blue cardigan with buttons (French Toast - size M 7/8; name: Nicole P.)  

- Blue hooded zippy sweater (Circo - size 7/8; name Camryn Higuchi)  

- Blue hooded zippy sweater (Kenpo - size S 8/10)  

- Blue fleece hooded zippy sweater (Lands'End - size M; name: Nathan?)  

- Blue hooded zippy sweater "Simonds School" (M.J. Soffe; name: Logan?)  

- Blue hooded zippy fleece sweater (Columbia - size 10/12; name: Arya)  

- Blue hooded zippy sweater with fur inside (Lands' End - size L 14/16)  

- Blue hooded zippy sweater with fur inside (Lands'End - size 7)  

- Blue hooded zippy sweater "Hardball" baseball application (Sonoma - size M 5/6)  
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- Blue hooded zippy sweater (Circo - size S 6/7)  

- Blue rain jacket (@ Class - size ?)  

- Blue hooded zippy jacket (Gymboree - size 10/12)  

- Blue hooded zippy sweater (Circo - size L 12/14)  

- Blue hooded zippy sweater (H&M - size 6/8)  

- Blue hooded zippy sweater "Simonds" logo (Lands'End - size M 5/6)  

- Blue cardigan with buttons (Izod - size M 10/12)  

- Blue cardigan with buttons (Gap - size M/8)  

- Blue cardigan with buttons (Lands'End - size M 5/6)  

 

- Green cardigan with buttons (Lands'End - size M 5/6) 

- Green fleece sweater with short zipper (Lands'End - size 10/12; name: Moshly)  

- Green fleece sweater with zipper (Lands'End - size S/6)  

- Green hooded zippy sweater "Simonds Cougars" (C Port & Company - size M; name: Delaney) 

- Green "Simonds Cougars" sweater (Hanes - Youth L; name: Cameron Divivier)  

- Green hooded zippy sweater "Monterey" (Teemax - size M)  

- Green hooded zippy sweater "Simonds Cougars" (C Port & Company - size 14/16; name: Neff) 

 - Green hooded zippy sweater "Simonds Cougars" (C Port & Company - size 6/8; name: Joshua 

Aisinzon)  

- Green hooded sweater with Simonds Logo (Lands'End - size L/7)  

- Green fleece sweater, short zipper with Simonds Logo (Lands'End - size M 10/12)  

 

- Grey/black/white hooded zippy sweater (Hurley - size S 7/8)  

- Grey sweater with zipper (Old Navy - size S)  

- Grey sweater "Alaska Fishmasters Inn" (Gildan - size Adult S)  

- Grey "Sharks" hooded zippy sweater (Reebok - size L/7)  

- Grey/orange hooded zippy jacket "Fire Chief" application (Carters - size M 5/6)  

 

- Lilac hooded zippy sweater (Lands'End - size L/14; name: VandenBeukel)  

 

- Light blue hooded zippy sweater (Rei - size S 6/8)  

 

- Mint green hooded zippy sweater (Cherokee - size S/6)  

 

- Pink hooded zippy sweater with elephant application (Old Navy - size M/8)  

- Pink coat (London Fog - size 10) 

- Pink/silver velvet hooded zippy sweater (Place - size S 5/6)  

- Pink fur jacket with zipper (Snozu - size S 7/8)  

 

- Purple hooded zippy cardigan (Cherokee - size 6)  
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- Red short zip fleece sweater (Champion - size M)  

- Red hooded zippy sweater with royal blue application (Shaun White - size L)  

- Red hooded sweater (Lands'End - size L/7)  

- Red hooded zippy sweater (Hanes - size M 8/10)  

- Red hooded zippy sweater (Champion - size S)  

- Red hooded zippy fleece sweater (Gymboree - size M 7/8; name: Sammy Wang)  

- Red fleece sweater with zipper, pockets black, grey inside (Gap - size L/10)  

- Red hooded fleece sweater (Athletic Works - size XS 4/6; name: Daniel)  

- Red girls jacket with buttons (Lands'End - size L/6x)  

 

- Red/black hooded zippy sweater (Toughskins - size M 5/6)  

- Red/black fleece sweater with short zipper (Under Armour - size M)  

- Red knitted V-neck sweater (Green Dog - size 4)  

- Red wool girls wintercoat; blue/white polkadots inside (Cherokee - size XL 14/16)  

 

- Royal blue hooded sweater, yellow letters BH (Gildan - size L)  
- Royal Blue hooded zippy sweater (zipper + hood are white) (Hawk - size L) 
 

If you have any questions, please contact Wendy Pikaar (welp.2@hotmail.com). 


